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HEATER, Kepp, Spence, Maxwell, Wright

Respective Classes

PRINCETON FIRST ON SCHEDULE

In the finals of the All-America Meet, which was staged at the Whig-Hall yesterday afternoon, the Princeton前后mote team emerged as the first class team, and in only a few cases were the

One of the most interesting bouts of the day was between the competitors in the 145-pound class, where Spence emerged victor. In the first round, Thomas H. White, a member of the Princeton team, took a point

The following are the winners in the preliminary round of the Princeton meet: K: White, 3-1; Kepp, 2-1; Wright, 3-1; Spence, 2-1; Maxwell, 2-1; Kepp, 2-1; Wright, 3-1; Spence, 2-1; Maxwell, 2-1;

Captain Caramic and Kepp, who won his first place, and also on Caramic and Kepp, who won his first place, and also on
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Coach Meyer has a...
For something good to eat

Patronize--

Ernie Allen's
Nothing higher than 25cts.

Ernie Allen's
Grill and Cafeteria
3337 Woodland Ave.

TRY US ONCE AND YOU WILL BECOME A REGULAR

The College Pharmacy
Woodland Ave, 34th and Walnut Sts.

The most modern and complete Drug Store on the Campus.

Try us and see what good service and personal attention really mean for you. We are specializing in all kinds of milk drinks and featuring a delicious sandwich at a moderate price.

Just Phone Bering 8391
We'll Deliver
BAYLISON BROS.

Why Pay the Merchant Tailor a Profit When You Can Buy Direct From Us and Save Money.

By having your suits & overcoats fulled and tailored's made-to-order at

HALOREN
CUT. MAKE AND TRIM CO.
4th Floor, 440 Market St.
PHILADELPHIA

OSTER STEWS
THAT ALWAYS TASTE BETTER
BECAUSE THEY'RE MADE FROM THE BEST

The Quarterdeck
BITE BAR
3417 WALNUT STREET

Watkins JEWELER
247-249 40th Street
Quick Service in Watch and Jewelry Repairing

Served and sold at all Drug Stores and Soda Fountain on the Campus.

Everyone on the run.
For our delicious cinnamon bun

THE FAMOUS SANDWICH MAN

The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Endicott, Proprietor
Bell Phone Preston 4189
Office. 207 S. 37th

TERRENO ORIGINATOR OF
FAMOUS FENCING SYSTEM

Work With Pennsylvania Teams on Out
growth of Experiences With Sport Alone.

HELD WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Everett H. Plummer, General Agent
421 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

In the lower regions of Winthrop Hall where the majority of Pennsyl
vania's minor sport teams are produced, the ring and clack of swords creates the
rivalry of Leonardo Torreno, coach of the fencing team. For twenty-two years big
Torreno has guided the destinies of the Red and Blue fencers, mixing
raw and inexperienced material every
year and developing finished fencers, who are thoroughly schooled in his
finest system, and generally little
represented Pennsylvania in that depart-
ment of athletics.

In fencing circles the name of Torreno
is not lacking lightly, for an impressive
record substantiates his claims to remain
as a page of a fencing academy in Fren-
ch to be the international fencing tournament of their day and, while still
a comparative obscurity, and in a few
b brief encounters gained his merit. As
an officer in the Italian Navy he won
two honors, being recognized there as
the foremost swordsman on Italian wa-
ters. Europe then took the duel as an
accepted thing and consequently Signor Torreno was engaged in no more an
impossible task as that of making
himself a duellist of renown. Because of his

careful handling of a weapon of iron, Torreno
was considered a threat to any
dueller of renown.

As a
result, it looked toward smarten aB
with Signor Terrenos's new conception.

Despite the indi,
cated
for the inclusion of sabers in intercollegi

tial sports, through Coach Torreno was responsible

for the first fencing team. In

The American Studio of Dancing

Locust 3192

Cordially invites the patronage of the
Philadelphia

Social Dancing Including
WALTZ. FOXTROT AND TANGO. ALL
LATEST STEPS.

"A Teacher For Each Pupil"
1520 Chestnut Street

ancelling the
January Clearance Sale
Starting this morning 8:30
Ending Last Day of January

Regardless of former prices or not giving a genuine reduction of

25% on all Suits and Overcoats
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The AMERICAN STUDIO OF DANCING
Sixty-ninth and Market Streets
Cordially invites the patronage of the
University Students. Dancing every Tuesday,
Friday, and Saturday evenings.
W-I-P Radio Orchestra
Take the "L".

Suits Pressed With Utmost Care
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FOUR SUITS PREPARED FOR ONE DOLLAR
FRAYS GATHERED TO
UNIVERSITY TAILOR SHOP
3419 Woodland Avenue
CALL Preston 3146
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**UNIVERSITY**

**Student Life—** Callahan, Hurttlett, Lindsay, Pollard until January 5, following un the Berrien Library; March 1, at the Delta Tau Delta House for dinner. S. T. P. W. 

**Students' Ward—** Charles Anderson, William Haring, G. M. D., and R. B. L. 

**Spanish Club—** Tickets for the latter half of the year 1923-24, when Columbia defeated Pennsylvania for the championship. The remarkable Pennsylvania dollar was defeated. It will be held in the A. M. L. House, N. J. Monday, Thursday, 8:00 A.M. for dinner, 7:00 P.M. for the service. 

**PHILADELPHIA**

**Race For 14th Title**

Pennsylvania has Five Out of Thirteen Championships

The Interstate Basketball League's list of which was opened for Friday afternoon, and when Columbia defeated Pennsylvania in the Morrisiana gymnasium, is now in effect. The season opens with an interesting game between the two teams.

**WINTER'S WANT A SLOGAN**

**CLOTHING FOR THE COLLEGE MAN**

**The DINNER SUIT**

9 to 10 P.M.

**The Biggest with the Best**

**Pennsylvania Barber Shop**

1801 Market St.
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A month or more ago we thought Ed Insted was bent on stimulating merely the Wharton Association. At present he seems to have taken up such pettiness and apparently has designs on the entire School; tearing it department from department, as it were.

We've already heard the masterpiece referred to as the first of "Fritz’s Fairy Tales."

Still we'd be sorry to see the Wharton behind abandoned entirely. We want in Logan Hall once to wait for a friend, and it seemed a pretty fair place of spot—to wait in, at least.

We forsook force and stern and stylishly after this issue comes forth. Each pair of freethinkers in the Wharton School claims that its conversation imparted this seminal advice: The pair across the hall from us would willingly be the chief sentinels.

We're feeling extremely sympathetic right now for bored members who are taking P. E. courses.

Anent this campaign that has been launched to keep the campuses of sixteen universities dry, we are lending our hearty support and hoping for its absolute success, meanwhile we do not get a new pair of platters this year and our sole ones are out of the question, being used only to throw at the alarm clock.

We've lots of ideas on athletics; on how to run this thing or that, to carry on. We've all our suggestions most carefully planned, and still keep them under my hat.

I've one little matter on street cars it's been on my mind quite a bit. And while I've sought long for the favorable chance it's steadily going to rest.

I've a lovely idea on professors. A gem, if you'll pardon my pride And popular wish, if it once could break through And get to the students outside.

I hate to discourage my genius By cramming expression so long I cannot help fearing I won't get a hearing A thing that's deeply wrong.

Just give me the address I long for And rent a commodities hall And I guarantee, if you'll listen to me My lecture will dazzle them all.

EDGAR ALLAN POET
TOWN SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

Mid-year Examinations, January-February 1924

Monday, January 28, 1924.
Chem. 1—9-12, E. B. 126, Lukens.
Math. 21—9-12, C. H. 121, Street.
Math. 5—15—9-1, C. H. 121, Street.
Math. 1—9-12, E. B. 126, Lukens.
Math. 10—9-12, E. B. 225, Taggart.
Math. 5—9-12, E. B. 115, Bieden.
Math. 21—9-12, E. B. 126, Lukens.
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After College What?

To those who are considering preservative positions in the business world, Babson Institute is a ready provider of a type of training that will make a difference. To help you succeed more quickly the Babson Institute offers an intensive one-year training course in practical business. From actual experience the fundamentals of commerce are made clear. The program is fitted for an executive role.

Write for booklet "Leadership." Describes the courses in detail and gives complete information about the training course in practical business.

Babson Institute offers an intensive one-year intensive one-year training course in practical business.

University of Pennsylvania Headquarters

The BELLEVUE STRATFORD

PHILADELPHIA

GILBERT and BACON

Photographers

1624 Chestnut Street

Official Photographer of 1922 Nurses Record, 1923 Class Record

50 per cent Discount To Students

TODAY

Sweeping

January

Reductions

on

1000 fine

Men's Suits

& Overcoats

Full Dress

Tuxedo Suit

Special at $50

Reid and Fort

Incorporated

1204 Chestnut St.

11 South 15th St.

1119-21 Market St.

Trousers To Match Your Coat and Vest

We save you the price of a new suit by replacing your coat with our new cut. Any fabric, any style. Keizers & Rising breeches our specialty. Bring or mail vest or sample.

NOW YOUR UNIVERSITY

The Real "Dope" on Everything that's Anything at Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania

Subscribe for Second Term Starting Feb. 11

$1.50

FIRST With The Campus News!